FEBRUARY 20-23, 2017

PENNY WARS

PENNIES
All pennies added to your major’s bucket contribute positive points to your total!
(1 penny = +1 point)

SILVER COINS/BILLS
Add silver coins, or even bills, to other major’s buckets to subtract points from their totals!
(e.g. 1 quarter = -25 points)

BUCKETS IN ENGG ROOM 2204 or Lobby!

DEFEND YOUR MAJOR. A LITTLE CHANGE GOES A LONG WAY.

• Bonus points at Battle of the Engineers (2/26/2017) will go to the major with the highest total!

• Proceeds benefit the Tau Beta Pi Scholarship Fund. Apply for one of two $500 scholarships if you are a freshman or sophomore when available! More info will be coming by the end of the month